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July 5, 2019
The Trade War in Pictures
Before 2018, the U.S. was one of the lowest tariff countries in the world. As a policy, we
encouraged free global trade through the World Trade Organization and trade
agreements with almost all major economies.
The chart below shows how tariffs imposed in 2018 and 2019 have more than doubled
U.S. tariffs. Proposed tariffs on China and Mexico, if implemented, would cause the
U.S. to be one of the highest tariff countries in the world.

According to the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the U.S. still has the world’s largest
economy. With less than 5% of the world’s population, we generate roughly one fifth of
all income and U.S. GDP represents nearly 24% of global GDP.

The relative size of the U.S. economy means many foreign country economies are
dependent on exports (often to the U.S.). By contrast, U.S. exports as a share of GDP
is only 8%, the lowest of all major economies.

When the U.S. imposes and proposes tariffs, it has a noticeable effect on world trade
volume. World trade volume has declined materially since 2018.

Global manufacturing activity (Purchasing Managers’ Index PMI) slipped into
contraction with readings below 50% for the past two months.

In a trade war, the U.S. is better positioned than any other major economy in the world.
We have a large, growing economy that is not dependent on exports. On the other
hand, actual tariffs and potential future tariffs are contributing to a global slowdown. In
the long-run, the U.S. does better when the rest of the world is also economically
healthy and growing. We are all in this boat together.

Delta Chart Book 2Q2019 and Conference Call Next Week – Order Today!
We update the Delta Chart Book quarterly and offer readers a live conference call to
review the charts. The next update is Wednesday, July 10th at 12:00 PM ET.
If you would like to subscribe to our quarterly chart book, please call or email so we can
add you to the list. There is an annual processing fee of $30 to receive the chart book
and participate in the live conference calls. This service is complimentary for clients.

Give Us a Call Today
We invite you to give us a call at (415) 249-6337, visit www.deltaim.com or email us at
info@deltaim.com if you have questions about how we can assist you in managing your
investment accounts.

Delta Stock Market Dashboard

(Delta MSI is published every week in Barron’s)
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